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Innovation in the Teaching of Mathematics for Engineers
Through Modeling and Technology: a Mexican Experience
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to share the experience of an educational practice in a private
university in the Northeast of México (Tecnológico de Monterrey, Monterrey Campus). This
experience is about a different way to teach Calculus and Differential Equations courses for
future engineers based on a proposal developed by the Math faculty over 14 years. We start this
document by showing the background of a proposed DE course.
1) Background: Curricular Redesign of Mathematics for Engineers
This proposal set off from the idea of re-designing the scholar mathematical discourse present in
the Integral and Differential Calculus courses for engineers. It emphasizes that Mathematics is,
above all, a human activity that answers several problems of different nature (physical, chemical,
biological, etc.), and throughout this problem solving activity it is likely that the emergence of
mathematical concepts, notions and procedures occurs.
The teaching of mathematics is an important goal to prepare critical citizens. These should
develop the right skills to identify and solve problems in whatever context they encounter them
as well as to express, test, revise or reject even their ways of thinking1,2,3,4. To achieve this goal
requires the development of activities that allow students to recognize the importance of
mathematics in everyday life situations.
In our Institution, the course of DE is the last formal course in basic math and the culmination of
a series of courses on differential and integral calculus. It is intended that the student is able to
use this knowledge in later subjects of his specialty which in fact does not happen automatically
or successfully. This course is currently taught in 25 different engineering programs. According
to each undergraduate study plan, it is found in the third or fourth semester.
Since in the current context it is important to prepare future engineers who are able to solve
problems in their areas5, important background to this study is the redesign of the mathematics
curriculum that the Engineering school started in our department in 19996,7 The questions posed
back then were not only how to teach mathematics -in terms of methodologies and didactic
techniques- but also what and why to teach such content.
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This proposal set off from the idea of re-designing the scholar mathematical discourse present in
the Integral and Differential Calculus courses for engineers. It emphasizes that Mathematics is,
above all, a human activity that answers several problems of different nature (physical, chemical,
biological, etc.), and throughout this problem solving activity it is likely that the emergence of
mathematical concepts, notions and procedures occurs. Students first learn the instrumental
aspect of mathematical notions. After proper manipulation, they can theorize about the properties
of the objects. This proposal considers that the emergence of mathematical knowledge is
significant from the historical and epistemological points of view, and that the teaching of
mathematics to future engineers should take into account these stages.
The outcomes of this proposal have been published in the form of four student textbooks –PreCalculus, Differential Calculus, Integral Calculus and Multivariable Calculus.

It is in this spirit that our proposal takes over the walked path and enriches it with a
proposal for the Differential Equations (DE) course: a mathematical modeling approach (see
section 2); thus, emphasizing the fact that mathematical objects seen (the DE in our case) are
primarily tools to model various phenomena in different contexts (physical, chemical, biological,
social, etc.). To do this, we build on the Rodríguez’ work8,9,10 which justifies the fact of choosing
DE as an ideal tool to model phenomena of different nature. Students should find meaning within
the mathematical object itself. The concept of mathematical modeling process is explained in the
following section. The work is still in progress; however, there has been great advance in the
curriculum design for Differential Equations.
2) Designing a new proposal: the case of the Differential Equations Course
Since August 2008, we have worked on the design and implementation of an innovative course
of differential equations (DE). We want to demonstrate how DE can be taught to future engineers
from the perspective of mathematical modeling and with the use of specific technologies.
This paper has been organized as follows. Section 2 is concerned with the difficulties in the
teaching and learning of DE (2.1); the work of a departmental redesign for a Differential
Equations course (2.2), and a theoretical perspective on mathematical modeling (2.3). Section 3
introduces a description of technologies used in the course (3.1); the characteristics of different
learning environments (3.2), and the design and implementation of activities (3.3). Finally,
section 4 discusses some valuable aspects related to theoretical modeling in engineering
education, the importance of students’ active and collaborative work and the use of technology.
All section 4 is an essential part in the classroom activity as a means to model, experiment and
rethink differential equations as tools to solve certain problems specific to various engineering
specialties.
2.1) Problems in the teaching and learning of DE
In universities worldwide and specifically in Mexican universities, the teaching of differential
equations predominantly focuses on analytical methods11 rather than on qualitative and
numerical methods. This has been reported in spite of the wealth of both approaches in the
teaching of DE12,13,14. This and other developments have been evidenced in the community of
mathematics education for over 20 years,15,16,17,18,19,20 yet little changes have been reported in the
daily classroom activities. While successful innovative proposals have been documented on
teaching DE (especially internationally) over the past few years 21,22,23,24,25 and some other
research on the subject26has been published, only few changes can be observed in classrooms
and academic programs at various universities nationwide, particularly in the area of
engineering. This proposal aims to acknowledge the importance of the changes in registers
(algebraic, numeric and graphic), the modelling approach, and the effective use of technology in
the teaching/learning process of DEs.
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2.2) Re-designing a DE course, a collegiate experience
Briefly discussed, the background of this departmental educational project 27started in August
2008 in our Institution. The main purpose was to re-design the DE course, implemented in our
institution. It was a collegiate work of the faculty members of the Academy of Differentail
Equations.
The early findings demonstrated that there were several educational proposals claiming the
urgent need to reformulate the way DE was taught. They also emphasized the DE object as a tool
to model various phenomena. 21,23,28 We also observed a varied use of technology such as Open
Educational Ressources (OER) and specialized software such as Mathematica and Maple to
teach certain topics in DE. As a result and with the active participation of the faculty members of
this group, a new syllabus for the DE course at the undergraduate level was approved
systemwide (32 campi). Below is presented the contents (sections) of the syllabus.
*Algebraic methods: ODE first and second order; Laplace Transform, DE Linear Systems.
Partial DE (PDE): heat, wave and Laplace.
*Numeric methods: Euler method.
*Qualitative methods: Slope field
2.3) A Mathematical Modeling perspective in the DE course from the Community of
Mathematics Education
The study of mathematical modeling began thirty five years ago. It aimed to bridge school
mathematics and the mathematics used in other settings. From six perspectives identified for
mathematical modeling29, this paper focuses on the realistic or applied. This perspective stresses
the importance of teaching through mathematical modeling as a more pragmatic approach to
solve real problems and to develop certain competencies in students, particularly those of
modeling (see 2.4).
First, the basic background to support our vision of mathematical modeling in school is based
30,31
on those who first postulated modeling as just the relationship between mathematics and
"reality".

Figure 1: Modelling Description
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Moreover, several other authors further
divide32 this first sense of modeling stages
and emphasize the importance of the
transitions between stages. Also, unlike the
Anglosaxon "real model" study, the term
"pseudo-concrete model"32 is coined to
basically refer to the intermediate stage
between reality or actual situation and the
mathematical model.

Finally and after a detailed study of several authors who proposed to visualize mathematical
modeling from the school scope, the authors chose to further this study adopting the description
of this process in terms of stages and transitions between stages (eg. A-> B) as shown in the
following figure8,9,10,33:

Figure 2: Modeling Schema8,9,10,33
This proposal explicitly incorporates two important elements: the inclusion of a physical domain
which is modeled (probably an extra-mathematical, biological, or chemical domain) and the
importance given to the pseudo-concrete domain32 as the difficult transition for students but key
in the modeling process (real model). It is important to note that the mathematical model is
understood as the different graphical representations of the ED: solution graph, the DE itself as
an analytical model, and a table of data that can eventually be modeled by a DE and / or its
solution.
The literature analysis has made it clear that mathematical modeling has allowed multiple
benefits when used with students at different educational levels. The benefits have translated into
the achievement of connections between school mathematics and everyday life mathematics,
reduction of anxiety towards the subject, promotion of communication and collaborative work,
and the development of math skills. 34,35,36,37
In more recent studies, a precise theoretical approach38,39,40 has been formulated to implement
mathematical modeling in the classroom, which includes among others the role of technology in
learning mathematics41,42,43,44, the importance of collaborative learning,42 and the development of
modeling competencies45 according to the specific levels 46 in the development of such
competencies.
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2.3.1) Development of modeling skills in a Differential Equations course
Together with the above-mentioned, it is important to highlight that the interest in the
development of skills has been a matter of concern for different national and international
institutions such as the Tuning Latin American Project47, the Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology48 and the 2015 Mission/Vision statements of Tecnológico de
Monterrey5a ,all of which base their views on the development of proficient students to solve
problems in their settings and acquire the technological and collaborative skills. Likewise, the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development49 (OCDE) presents the development
of mathematical competencies and more specifically those in modeling as important. In an effort
to define these competences 50,51 it is shown that mathematical modeling skills include the
abilities to perform the modeling process adequately and to focus it properly. It is also concerned
with the possibility of setting those skills into action. Based on the above approach, this study
intends to present the design of activities that were designed to facilitate the transition between
the various stages of mathematical modeling by having the students face situations that are
related to the contexts that students commonly live in engineering.
3) Methodology in the design and implementation of innovative material in the DE course
Since 2008, innovative material (hands-on activities, laboratory practices, modeling and
simulation practices, worksheets/spreadsheets) has been developed for the DE course. Its main
axis is concerned with the modeling of biological, physical or chemical phenomena.
Recent research has shown the need to change the way to teach DE, from the “traditional” way,
which emphasizes analytical methods, to an integrative mode, which uses graphical and
numerical methods. This integrative mode should enable students to identify and recognize a DE
in its different representations; and thus, improve the learning of DEs as mathematical objects.
The student should not only learn how to use techniques to solve DEs but also learn the
application of the DE as a tool to model several problems. This is also strengthened through the
use of specific technology and software such as CAS (Maple and Mathematica); simulations, and
laboratory practices with sensors in the classroom to better model and understand the
phenomenon to study: temperature, an RC circuit, or a spring-mass system. The student should
be capable of integrating technical knowledge (DEs) with practical skills through modeling.
Different learning active environments play an important role in promoting the implementation
of the course with hands-on, modeling, and simulation activities; and the development of
communication, problem solving and modeling skills.
3.1) Using technology in a DE course
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Within the available software to teach mathematics, there are several educational technologic
products meant as tools with no explicit disciplinary content. Students and teachers should
incorporate modules that are meant to produce texts and charts; and store and organize
information. The program offers a space for data input and sets of commands to perform certain
actions on the entered data. Its use requires that teachers know the structure of the software and
the commands that symbolize the various operations that can be performed, plan the activity to
give meaning to the resource. Depending on the activity, it is necessary to build data files to
implement them on the computer. Furthermore, their use requires students to understand the

working model they offer and to handle the necessary commands to carry out the activity. On the
other hand, the assorted technology available is considered as follows:
a)
b)
c)

d)

specific mathematical CAS software such as Maple51 and Mathematica52 CAS, or other
resources freely available on the Internet as Wolfram Alpha53.
graphing calculators Symbolic Computation (CAS family example TI Texas
Instruments Nspire CAS CX54) and
in addition to previous devices, the use of sensors54 (temperature, voltage, motion) so
that the student can perform some experimental practices in the classroom and see the
illustrated form of a DE model in a real phenomenon, taking real data and adjusting,
suggesting a model and verifying. When it is not possible to take this to the classroom,
we recommend the use of the open educational resources and DE Tools as described
below.
Open Educational Resources (OER) as PhET56 simulators from the University of
Colorado and the DE Tools57.

The technology described above enables the design of activities in which the modeling skills
may be eventually developed and foster meaningful learning of DE as a mathematical object as
well as a tool to model various phenomena.
3.2) Description of three different models of learning environnments
Since August 2011 the course has been taught in three varied learning environments, as follows:
a) "Standard" (Traditional) Hall. The room has infocus, a pc, a projector, and a white board in the
front of the classroom.

Figure 3: Images of classroom activity (traditional hall) on the topic of Electric Circuits
through the PhET simulator
b) Intelligent Classroom (smart board in the front, 2 screens with side infocus and
projector, many white boards and movable chairs to facilitate teamwork) .
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Figure 4: Images of classroom activity (Technological activity) on the topic of Electric
Circuits through the PhET simulator
c) ACE Classroom (4 screens and side infocus projector, 4 large white boards, 8 fixed round
tables for 3 three-student teams. This kind significantly promotes the team’s active work
throughout the course.

Figure 5: Images of classroom activity in ACE Room using Maple and sensors
Since 2010, we have implemented the DE course in this ACE classroom following the North
Carolina University SCALE-UP model42. This last learning environment is called the ACE
Room (Student Centered Learning, ACE41,43,44). It is designed for students to be highly
collaborative and to foster active learning. In addition to the technology described, it also has a
touch HP laptop per team equipped with Internet; the mathematical softwares Maple,
Mathematica and MatLab already installed on it and the possibility to have visibility and control
over the work on each laptop in the professor’s mainframe via the Classroom Manager software.
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3.3) Designing modelling activities
Following are four activities designed to teach DE in two aspects: as models to represent various
phenomena and as mathematical objects. In particular, we want to explore some of the modeling
stages defined in Figure 2 (see transition between stages) with the idea that the student through
these tasks and the use of appropriate technology develops his modelling skills through the DE
object.
3.3.1) Modeling the temperature of hot water (Experimentation to give meaning to the DE
model, empirical deduction of a model)
The change in temperature of an object: the situation is to measure how the temperature of liquid
changes (boiling water, oil or alcohol) versus time, by using the temperature sensor EasyTemp.
Students are asked to establish the “way in which temperature changes in regards to time by
using graphical and numerical representations provided by the TI-Nspire CX CAS. In other
words, through a real situation students can understand the underlying DE associated with the
phenomenon.
The DE is:
dT (t )
 k (T (t )  Tm )
dt
(Newton law)
The general solution is:
T (t )  Tm  Ce kt
Numerical Representation (data With the “dsolve” TI
Graphical
Representation provided by the sensor Easy command or Wolfram
(data provided by the sensor Temp)
Alpha
Easy Temp)
Transition modeling A  B  C AlgebraicRepresentation
Transition
modeling
Transition Modeling
A B C
D
Figure 6: Steps (and transitions between them) in the modeling cycle; different representations
of the DE of temperature
3.3.2) Modeling the mixing of water and salt in a tank (simulation to recreate the situation for
students to set the DE associated to the phenomenon)
Study how salinity changes in a tank of water: the situation is to measure the amount of salt in a
tank in regards to time, using the Phet simulator. Students are asked to establish the “way in
which the amount of salt in a tank of water changes in regards to time” by the initial use of an
activity and the the simulator. In other words, through a real situation, students can propose a DE
to model the phenomenon.
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The DE is:
æ x ö
dx
= Ce * fe - ç
÷ * fs
dt
è V (t) ø

With the “dsolve”
command of the IT
or Wolfram Alpha
Analytical
Example of the Physical (Virtual) Graphical
Representation Representation
Model with PhET
Transition modeling A  B  C
Transition
Transition modeling A  B  C
modeling D
Figure 7: Steps (and transitions between them) in the modeling cycle; different representations
of the DE of a tank (mixing context)
To implement the modeling activity of the mixing problem with differential equations the
following steps are considered:
Stage 0. Organization in teams of 3 students.
Stage 1. Creation of awareness to the phenomenon through a video showing the hypothesis to the
problem
Stage 2. Three-part activity begins:
Part I: Identification of potential variables to study. It aims to highlight the step in the diagram
modeling the “real” situation or pseudo-concrete (Text of the exercise) to a graph / qualitative
representation of the evolution of the amount of interest.
Part II: Idenitification of the Mix Mathematical Model in its analytical representation (DE).
Through the writing of the activity, the students are guided in the theoretical explanation of the
tank model (chart-> DE). What is mainly discussed is the way in which the concentration
changes over time according to the law of conservation of matter. In this step, based on the
modeling diagram, the student goes from the Pseudo Concrete Model (statement) to the physical
model (diagram tank) and / or the "virtual physical" model (simulator) to the mathematical
model as a first order DE.
Afterwards, students are asked to analyze the type of DE (ordinary) and its order (first order); to
solve it by previously identifying the method to use (linear model); and to finally sketch his
graph. This last part corresponds to the part in the modeling process to establish a mathematical
model in its analytical representation (DE) and / or graphic (curve of the solution function). It is
important to note that this part of the DE resolution is an essential part of the course; however,
this teaching proposal is only one part of the modeling process. This part will eventually be
facilitated through a technological resource.
Step 3. Learning affirmation done in three ways:
1. Assigning for homework to solve some problematic mixing situations, in similar contexts
and / or slightly different from those treated in class.
2. Giving a monthly exam (short term) or the final exam containing a mixing problem
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3.3.3) Modeling the change of charge in an RC circuit (experimentation and simulation to
recreate the situation for students to become familiar with the electrical phenomenon and to
verfy the DE associated to the phenomenon)
We are interested in the evolution of the charge q (t) in a capacitor, q (t): the question is to
measure how the charge q (t) changes in a capacitor C over time, using the voltage sensor.
Students are asked to establish “the way in which the charge in Capacitor C changes over time t”
by using graphical and numerical representation using the calculator TI-Nspire CX CAS. In other
words, through a real situation, students can understand the underlying ED.

Example of the Physical Model
(RC Circuit)
Modeling Transition
AB

Lab practice in a DE course about the RC
Circuit
The DE is:
dq(t ) 1
R
 q(t )  E0
dt
C
(Kirchoff’s law)
The general solution to
the DE is:
t
E0 E0 RC
q(t ) 

e
R
R

Graphical
representation Numerical Representation, “Dsolve” TI command
provided by the voltage data provided by the sensor Analytic Representation
sensor Easy Link
voltage + Easy Link)
Transition Modeling
Transition
modeling Transition
Modeling D
A B C
A B C
Figure 8: Steps (and transitions between them) in the modeling cycle; different representations
of the DE in the setting of an RC Circuit (charge and discharge of a capacitor)
Then students are asked to model an RL circuit, but due to the lack of material in the
laboratory (in particular, coil L), the PhET simulation is used to accomplish this assignment. It
is a good moment to introduce a variable, a voltage source with an AC (sinusoidal). Therefore,
the way to solve it is analyzed in terms of steady and transient state.
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Figure 9: Examples of students’ productions at the time of modeling the current in an RL
circuit with the PhET simulator, using alternating current (variable) in an RL circuit
In general, the implementation of this class activity was designed as follows:
Stage 1: Discuss in groups the previous knowledge regarding the DE analytical model that
models the change of the load of a capacitor in an RC circuit. Step 2: Assemble an electrical RC
circuit and measure the load capacitor through a voltage sensor. The material used for the
activity consisted of a circuit (a bulb, a capacitor, a set of four batteries and connectors) for each
computer, a TI sensor of voltage, a TI browser and the protocol to the practice. Step 3: Analyze
the graph generated by the sensor and recognize of its shape; analyze the behavior in regards to
the modeled real phenomenon. Step 4: Solve analytically the DE of an RC circuit with constant
voltage input with the linear DE method previously studied in class by 3-member teams. Step 5:
Solve a DE of an RC circuit of variable voltage input analytically and individaully.
3.3.4) Modeling a spring-mass system (experimentation and simulation to recreate the situation,
familiarize students with the mechanical phenomenon, and verify the DE associated to the
phenomenon)
Similar to the other two aforementioned settings (temperature and electrical circuits) the
modeling of a mass-spring mechanical system can be worked in class thanks to the technology of
the TI Nspire CX CAS and the CBR motion sensor. In this mechanical context, students can
provide a context for the data and illustrate once again the meaning of mass m parameters,
environmental resistance and spring constant k in the mathematical model (second-order).
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Physical Model: massMathematical models: graphs of the
The
"Real
spring
system
solutions of the DE
Situation":
Transition
modeling
Transition modeling stages A  B
explains
the
stages A  B
D  E  F G  H
operation of a car
buffer.
Figure 10: Steps and transitions between them modeling cycle; different DE representations of
the model in play for the position of a mass attached to a spring

With this, students can also exemplify the three possible cases (see figure 10 of the DE method
with constant, homogeneous coefficients and better understand the proposed assumptions of the
particular solution by the method of undetermined coefficients for DE with constant, nonhomogeneous coefficients. In this particular case, we also take good advantage of the DE
interface simulator Tools on handling parameters to better understand the DE regarding the
possible values of the course mass m, the spring constant k, and the resistance of the beta
medium.

Figure 11: Studying a mass-spring through DE simulator Tools and qualitative study of the
solution in terms of steady and transient state

Figure 12: Steps and transitions between them modeling cycle; representations of different DE
of the model used for electrical circuits
Conclusion
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This paper aimed at presenting the activity design in the DE course, particularly showing the
theoretical foundations that support the design and eventual implementation of activities in the
classroom. Without hesitation, the role of the student-centered learning environments such as the
ACE classroom and the Technological classroom as well as the proper use of appropriate
technology used in this study (calculator, sensors, software, simulators) should be discussed indepth in a later study.
It is important to highlight the role that technology plays in a Differential Equations course
geared at future engineers. The emphasis given to DE as models to represent different
phenomena in nature, and further emphasis on showing the students’ modeling stages (where the
object DE is one of many ways to represent a phenomenon) show a large potential to use
technology in the classroom not only to simplify the algorithmic part but also to solve through
dsolve; see graphic solutions, see behaviors in data tables, analyze the meaning of parameters in
the solution graphs and above all show the experiment and data collection prior to the

establishment of a DE. Given the portability of current technological devices (e.g. calculator and
sensors) partners can take them to a classroom provided it has the infrastructure and minimum
equipment necessary to implement this in class. The idea is not to teach another discipline in a
math class, but to encourage future engineer to give context to DE seen in the first-or secondorder and to re-signify the parameters, variables or behaviors seen in experiments in the
proposed model. Finally, it aims to highlight the richness of the new course as to show students
the range of possible multiple representations of the same mathematical object (DE). It is
expected that at the end of this course, the future engineer will have a better idea of the meaning
of DE in both models to represent various phenomena and solutions to be the same over a
catalog of analytical methods in solving DE. It is important to note the vast access to simulators
with which students relate real phenomena and key concepts of DE. Finally, we conclude this
paper by emphasizing the importance of the teaching of mathematics in general and DE through
modeling, especially the work of designing activities based on the stages of the process and the
contribution of each to lead students to move between key stages and modeling. This study
reveals the importance of identifying the various skills a student must develop for modeling
competences. Evidence has shown that future engineers achieve better understanding of the math
concepts after living this educational practice and further develop other skills (social,
communicative, modeling and technological) along with the mathematical.
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